
TEMPORARY 
POP-UP 
EXPOSITION



With Bigly, our commitment begins 

with the development of a functional 

project that works over time, up to 

ensuring its correct installation.

But we believe we have gone further, 

designing a paneling system designed 

The whole essence of a project is hidden 

in the rapidity of a glance. 

In our projects we put all the attention 

and passion that is needed, the rest will 

be done by the goodness of the idea and 

certainly the quality of the materials. 

for temporary installations, solving 

transport and storage problems. 

The versatility of the Bigly display system 

makes it possible to satisfy the needs of 

exhibition spaces and museums, temporary 

outlets, fashion stands and retail stores.

POP-UP DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
FOR TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS



The modular structure allows

to move the walls of the exhibition

depending on the spaces, for a result

perfect every time.

MODULARITY

It is possible to re-configure

the composition, reusing

the same elements, to make it fit

to new exhibition spaces.

RE-CONFIGURATION

For the assembly 

of a 4x2 meter set-up,

it only takes 15 minutes!

FAST ASSEMBLY

100 cm module cm 50 Cornercm 20



Bigly is a solid and 

dynamic structure

that characterizes

with strong personality

environments such as:

fashion stand,

temporary outlets,

retail stores, locations

of museum events

and much more.



An important structure

but easily transportable

thanks to the flight case,

supplied upon request, able

to contain everything you need

for a traveling exhibition.

PORTABILITY
BIGLY is a system that allows

the configuration with accessories

according to your request, such 

lights led, LCD tv or, as made 

for motorsport, vents of air 

recirculation for the helmets.

OPTIONAL

Communication is ideal because it is total.

The structure is entirely covered with identity

of the brand and offers the possibility of graphic 

replacement.

COMMUNICATION
AND GRAPHIC REPLACEMENT



CATERING EQUIPMENT The flexibility and 

versatility of the 

Bigly system meet 

the perfect situation 

in catering services, 

precisely because it 

offers an impeccable 

image and generates 

spaces for high-level 

performances.



+

Bigly precisely because it can be easily disassembled, 

becomes an irreplaceable travel companion, for experiences 

on the go with Compact Daxì sliding desk, the first travel 

station designed to create experiences on demand, from 

mixology to finger food.

BIGLY supports and values
the COMPACT DAXÌ desk



BIGLY by Futility wants to think big to be 

ahead of the curve! BIGLY is a system of 

dibond panels, an aluminum composite, 

capable of satisfying the request for fitting 

out because it is a reusable, stable solution 

and guarantees great freedom of design: 

What are motorsport teams looking for?

An installation with a captivating, 

personalized layout that enhances one’s 

own brand and that of the partners, 

which is able to combine design and 

practicality.

the ease of digital printing, film lamination 

allow you to ‘play‘ with customized finishes 

and colors. Dibond is a key material 

in the communication sector, because 

it is rigid and light.

POP-UP DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
FOR SPORTS EVENTS
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